Abstract -In this paper we present a new technique to enhance embedding capacity of a steganographic channel by preprocessing the secret data. Here we limit ourselves to textual data only. By preprocessing we don't mean compression; secret data can be compressed after it has been preprocessed by our technique W e introduce the concept of Scrambled Letters, User Defined Codes and the Dictionary Module to explain our technique. All these concepts when applied together give a phenomenal embedding capacity.
I. INTRODUCTION
Steganography, meaning "covered writing", includes methods of transmitting secret message through innocuous looking cover mediums in such a manner that the existence of the hidden message is undetectable. Using steganographic techniques we can hide secret information in digital image files, digital audio and video files, or any other digital media which have some redundant bits that can be replaced to hide secret data. Pre-computing steganography has a long history, but digital steganography as a research field is avante garde.
II. ADDRESSED PROBLEM
In this paper we address the issue of embedding capacity of a steganographic channel. All existing techniques compress the secret data before embedding it in a cover medium to achieve higher embedding capacity. We propose to preprocess the secret data before even compressing it. We introduce this step to reduce the size of data set which would be compressed and finally embedded. To preprocess the data we introduce two techniques. The first technique is generic and can be applied to any form of textual data, whereas the second technique can only be applied to pure [8] . He discussed the situation in which two prisoners who are locked in different cells have to communicate innocuously without raising any suspicion. He used the idea of subliminal channels instead of steganography. This was one of the first works in the field of steganography.
The literature shows the existence of a variety of techniques for using data so that it can be embedded in images [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] . Image steganographic techniques can be classified on the basis of the domains in which data is embedded. Basically there are two domains: the spatial domain and the transform domain. Steganographic techniques try to embed data in these domains.
In the spatial domain image steganography, the simplest technique is to embed data in the least significant bit (LSB) of each pixel in the cover image. The LSB Replacement technique alters the insignificant information in the cover image. It places the embedding data at the least significant bit (LSB) of each pixel in the cover image.
Recently, some steganographic techniques have been reported which directly modify the pixels to embed data. Some of them are reported here [9] . Potdar et al. (2004) showed how data can be directly embedded in the spatial domain of images by directly modifying the absolute values of pixels. Most of the techniques discussed in the literature uses error correcting codes (ECC) to manage signal distortions. However using ECC codes increases the amount of data that is embedded. In this paper we propose a practical approach to tackle the signal distortion issue.
IV. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK-DICTIONARY MODULE AND UDC To ENHANCE EMBEDDING CAPACITY
In this section we propose our conceptual framework. We discuss two different techniques to reduce the data set in order to achieve higher embedding capacity. Literature shows the existence of compression as the only technique to reduce the data set. However, we propose to preprocess the data before compressing it. Hence we add one extra step before compression. This is shown in Fig. 1 . We initially have 'Raw Textual Data', which we process using our technique to get the 'Processed Data', which is then compressed to get the 'Compressed Data'. Each of these steps reduces the size of the data by a certain factor. We assume (and later prove) that this process significantly reduces the amount of data that we need to embed in a steganographic cover medium. We initiate this step to reduce the size of data set which would be compressed and finally embedded. To preprocess the data we introduce two techniques. Both these techniques reduce the initial size of the data set. In the first technique we introduce the concept of Dictionary to reduce the data set, whereas in the second technique we introduce the concept of User Defined Codes.
We will now explain them in detail.
A. Technique One: Dictionary Approach
This technique is a generic technique and can be applied to any form of textual data, i.e. word processor file which has some text, some graphs and some images. By using this technique we only process the textual portion. The basic idea behind the Dictionary Approach is to process each word one after the other to represent it in as minimum letters as possible. When we mean processing each word, we mean skipping some letters from a word in a predetermined order, in such a way that the word can be properly regenerated, if we know which letters are skipped and from where. In the proposed algorithm we decide to skip alternate letters in a word.
To explain this we give an example. Suppose we have a word 'Steganography'. We keep the first and the last letter intact, while we delete the alternate letters within, i.e. instead of 'Stlgan2graphy' we can have 'S e a o r p y'. As a result of this step we reduce the size of the data. We would only transit DM takes the processed word and some parameters to uniquely identify the proper word. In case of the example discussed earlier we can recover 'Steganography' from 'S e a o r p y' using this module. This process is explained in After having all these parameters, the DM conducts a search looking for words that satisfy this criterion. The Table 2 : UDC using 5bit Codes Table 2 shows such a representation using 5 bit UDC. However, this has some constraints. For example, numbers are not represented in numeric format; rather they would be represented in textual format (i.e. 1 = one and 20 = twenty). But having such a constraint can save a lot of space. We can make an immediate savings of 37.5% because we represent data using 5 bit UDC rather than the standard 8 bit ASCII.
From a practical point of view we can use 6 bit UDC, which would include characters like [a-z], [0-9] and some other outlined in Table 3 . We can even manage by using either small (a-z) or capital letters (A-Z) rather than using both. Table 3 : Special Characters included in 6 bit UDC If we use 6 bits to represent one character, it reduces the data by 25%. As pointed out by Shannon, data is used to represent information and we can use Codes to represent the data that we want to transmit. We try to keep the codes as small as possible to increase the capacity of the transmission channel. We understand that our aim here is to transmit information (in as few bits as possible), and the data used to represent information can be defined according to the situation. Our aim here is to transmit information which is in the form of alphabets, words or numbers. Hence we design our own code instead of using the default ASCII code which used 8 bits to represent one character. These codes can be defined by the user to suit one's own needs. The concept of UDC has been introduced to achieve higher embedding capacity and reduce stego distortion. If we only use 63 commonly used characters to write text we can represent them
